Greetings!

It was the most pointed message I've ever preached (watch the message below)! One listener said: "I just heard a sermon that not many men would have the courage to preach. God has blessed Danny Vierra with boldness and courage of John the Baptist.

In the past two weeks, I witnessed drones flying over my car on two occasions - once when I was leaving the gym, and the other when I was driving in the country with my wife. Days later, my step-son saw a drone flying over our property in the country.
Was Big Brother spying on us? I had had enough, and like Edward Snowden, I was determined to be the next *whistleblower* at this year's Health and Healing Crusade.

My startling message was titled *Health Reform and the Second Coming*. The maxed-out crowd sat spellbound as I exposed not only the global obesity problem, but also homosexuality in the church and clergy, the NSA spying on its own citizens via cell phones and the Internet, the IRS targeting conservative groups, drones, military robots, and the making of a dictatorship in the U.S.

Many said this was the best Crusade yet. Sabbath was amazing. Christian Berdahl gave a powerful message and warned of the dangers of the Internet and popular social media sites. I followed with my John the Baptist warning cry to make straight the way of the Lord, and Pastor Arthur Branner lit up the afternoon crowd with his message on the diet of Daniel and its correlation to the 144,000. Next came the amazing testimony by Esmie Branner and how God transformed her from Muslim to devout Christian. Praise Jesus! The High-Sabbath ended with the wisdom of Charlotte Gerson at 91. On Sunday, you should have heard the testimony from a life-long, vegetarian named Sadie - a 106-years-old SDA who joined Charlotte and I on stage. She was amazing! "I have all my teeth, take no drugs, not even an aspirin, and am 15 years older than Charlotte." I think I will give Sadie the microphone next year and have her educate us on longevity secrets.

Charmaine gave her best raw demo yet, and then joined Daniel Jr. and I for our two presentations - *Detoxification and Juicing*, and *How to Become a Natural Hygiene Coach*. Many people signed up for our natural healing school called *R I S E N* - Remedial and Integrated School of Evangelism and Naturopathy.

Please pray for me as I trumpet the Three Angels' Messages around the world! After watching my John the Baptist message below, please share the link with your friends and loved ones.
Health Reform and the Second Coming. 
Click here to watch this amazing message!

May God be glorified, 
Danny Vierra
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Please prepay all orders. Please use the order form provided below. Thank you and may God richly bless you!

PROGRAM (DVDS $10)  DVD

1. BellaVegan Live Food Recipes
   Charmaine Vierra
2. The Internet Infection
   Christian Berdahl
3. Detoxification and Juicing for Health
   Charmaine, Danny, & Daniel Vierra
4. The Natural Hygiene Revolution
   Danny Vierra
5. Social Media Mayhem
   Christian Berdahl
6. Health Reform & the Second Coming
   Danny Vierra
7. Ten Times Better
   Arthur Brenner
8. Power to Overcome: Then and Now!
   Esmie Brenner
9. Healing Supposedly Incurable Diseases
   Charlotte Gerson
10. Become a Natural Hygiene Coach
    Charmaine, Danny, & Daniel Vierra
11. Natural Remedies Workshop
    Danny Vierra
12. Healing Genetic Diseases:
    The New Science
    Charlotte Gerson
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